PACKAGING BEER: PROCESS CONTROL FOR FLAVOR STABILITY
Packaging

Packaging
JIT/Supply Chain Optimization for
TIME & TEMPERATURE of delivery to
customers and distributors!!!!

Labeling to indicate date of
expiration....educate the
consumers and retailers in
other words!!!

SAB & Packaging ESR Findings: improve beer flavor stability by:
a) running lines continuously, not discontinuously!
b) assuring fully rinse away trace residues of H2O2 sterilants
c) Supply mains need to be free of bends and flow rates of 1 metre/
second maximum to prevent CO2 breakout.
d) assure air bubbles bleed off, not causing in-line turbulence.
e) assure beer supply pump delivers 1 bar above bowl pressure to
prevent CO2 break-out.
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In bottled beer, O ends up in sulfite/
polyphenol/ IAA fraction....but not
carbonyls, therefore not from de novo
oxidation in package
but process precursors.
Studies with O18 added to packaged beer show
no de novo production of O18 nonenal.
Suggests upstream precursors convert to
staling compounds. Keep NP low in brewhouse!
Higher beer pH's slow oxidation.....find ideal for brand TTT
(e.g. mouthfeel, sour, sweet, grainy, etc....).

H&K more gentle fill than Cemco (+)

Keep DO free as much as possible....see the X Series
of Fishbones !!!!!!!
Fobbing of bottles more effective at removing
headspace oxygen than blowing CO2 across can
seamers. As such, lower D.O. in bottles.

SAB & Packaging ESR Findings: improve beer flavor stability by:
f) double pre-evacuation better than single....lowered by nearly 100 ppb
g) CO2 supply pressure always 2 bar > than operating
h) exhaust bowl of air to maintain pressure,
i) increase CO2 supply flow rate with increases in speed of filler to
compensate for increased air flow from incoming bottles.

Guinness concludes overall exposure of
batches of beer to D.O. during process is more
significant than package D.O. alone.

Effect on Beer
Stability

Use of CIP/SIP regimens including hydrogen peroxide (-)....promotes
oxidative reactions if not rinsed properly.
Over-riding of control systems by operator (+/-)
Extended Packaging Runs (+)....better air control and longer ESR
lag times associated with smoother running lines with fewer starts
and stops....maintenance is therefore crucial!!

Krones "VODOM-L-PET" long tube PET bottle
filler.....better DO control claimed.
In well maintained/running lines, use of electronic locks
on filler speeds...better TIPO control (+)

Throttling back beer delivery valve to
filler during beer changes/ startups to
keep tight beer pack (+)

Centrifugal pumps better than
positive displacement pumps.
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Paradigm conflict between "Best Practice" vs. "Process
Capability" for TIPO .......often incorrectly viewed as one or the
other by operations vs. corporate functions.

TIMING of TIPO checks during packaging run critical. If only take
during middle of run, miss higher TIPOs associated with start-ups
and ramp-downs.

Miller claims no improvement in stability below 0.25
ppm dissolved oxygen .
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